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Social and Literary Structure of 
Isn.ad: A Histarical Perspective 

Recep ŞENTORK, Doç. Dr.' 

İsnadın İçtimai ve Edebi Yapısı: Tarihi BirYaklaşım 

"İsnadın İçtima.i ve Edebi Yapısı: 
Tarihi Bir Yaklaşım" 

Özet: Bu makale hadis rivayetinin. sosyal yapı ile ilişkisini ortaya çıkarmayı amaçlamaktadır. 
Çalışmada, sözel ve sosyal süreçlerin birbirini etkiledikleri, dolayısıyla birinin diğerine indir-

. genemeyeceği fikri savunulmaktadır. Değişen sözel yapının isniidın sosyal yapısına belirgin 
bir etkisinin olduğuna işaret edildiği gibi, isnadın sosyal yapısının sözel yapıya etkisinin bu
lunduğu da gösterilmeye çalışılmaktadır. Tahlilde, dilbilim, edebi analiz, rivayetbilim ve sos
yal network analizi gibi nispeten yeni yöntemler, İslam medeniyetinin ayırt edici özelliklerin
den olan hadis rivayet ağı sisteminin daha iyi aniaşılmasını sağlamak için kullanılmıştır. Ay
rıca, hadis rivayet ağının dinamik ve değişken yapısı hadisin sosyal ve sözel boyutlarının bir
biri ile etkileşiminin incelenmesi suretiyle gösterilmeye çalışılmıştır. • 

Atıf: Recep ŞENTÜRK, '_'Social and Literary Structure of Isnad", Hadis Tetkikleri Dergisi 
(HTD), II/1, 2004, s. 31-50. · 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Rivayet, isnad, hadis, yaş yapısı, rivayet tarzı, sünnet, toplumsal ağ anali
zi. 

Introduction 

Social network of hadith scholars is longer than a millennium. Through 
this network, hadith came down to us. It is traditionally known as the isnad 
system. lt involves countless number of scholars in the wide spread geography 
of Islam. The in telleetual preoccupation of these · scholars is known as the 
Science(s) of Hadith. 'Science (al- 'ilm)' here simply refers to a systemized body 
of knowledge. The Science of Hadith, as an academic study, is primarily a 
literary discipline dealing with the narratives about Prophet Muhammad 
(s.a.v.), yet, it has far reaching ramifications in Islamic culture and society. If 
the Qur'an is divine knowledge, then, the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad 
(s.a.v.) is its concerete and living embodiment. When she was asked about his 
conduct, Aisha, the wife of the Prophet Muhammad. (s.a.v.); replied: He was 
the walking Qur'an. Islam has two foundational scriptures or narratives, 
orgariically tied to each other, along with a multistream of interpretive 
traditions or metanarratives emerging around them. 

TDV İslam Araştıimalan Merkezi (İSAM), rasl3@turk.net 
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A system of narratian is constituted by narrators and listeners, texts of 
narrative, metanarrative(s), and the social network in which both the llsteners 
and the teliers are embedded. The process of narratİon ties all these elements 
together. Within the context of hadith narration, these elemen ts correspond to 
the master of hadith, the student of hadith, text of hadith, the metanarratives 
of hadith, and the isnad system, respectively. Below, I will discuss all these 
components and the way they are linked to each other within the context of 
hadith transmission network or Isnad system. I will show how both narrative. 
and. its bolders are embedded in a stratified structure which helped deterrnine 
whose narrative will gain more authority. The decision on the relative 
authority of a narrative İs made by scholars who critically examine their texts 
and chains. 

The question this chapter aims to answer is what is the logic behind this 
system of stratification? I shall return to this issue in greater detail shortly in 
the discussion of Methodology of Hadith. Yet to begin with, Ibn Khaldun's 
account of hadith can help us as an outline of this logic. Ibn Khaldun 
designated a chapter in his al-Muqaddima (The Introduction) to the sciences 
in his time, among which the Science of Hadith occupied a distinguished 
place. 

The sciences concerned with Prophetic tradjtions (hadith) are numerous and varied. 
One of them concerns abrogating and abrogated tr·aditions ... Two traditions may be 
mutually exclusive, and it may be diffıcult to eeconeile them with the help of 
interpretation. If, in such a case, it is kno~vn that one is earlier than the other, it is 
definite that the tatter (tradition) abrogates (the earlier one). This is one .. of the most 
im portant and difficult sciences of tradition. 

Another of the sciences of Iradition is the knowledge of the norms that Jeading hadith 
scholars have invented in order to know the chains of transmitters, the (individual) 
transmitters, their names, how the transmission took place, their conditions, their 
classes, and their different technical terminologies. This is because general cansensus 
makes it obligatory to act in accordance with information established on the authority 
of the Messenger of God. This requires probability for the assumption that the 
information is true. Thus, the indepen.dent student must verify all the means by which it 
is possible to make such an assomption. 

Having introduced the subject matter and its significance, Ibn Khaldun 
illustrates the process through which the relative reliability of a hadith is 
determined by the critics. 

He may do this by scrutinizing the chains of transmitters of traditions. For that Purpose, 
one may use such knowledge of probity, accuracy, thoroughness, and lack of 
carelessness or negligence, as the most reliable Muslims deseribe a transmitter 
possessing. 

Then, there are tlw ılilft>rences in rank that exist among transmitters. 
Further, there is tlh· ,,·ay thl' transmission took place. The transmitter may have heard 
the shaykh (dict;ıt.: the tradition), or he may have read (it from a book) in his presence, 
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or he may have heard (it) read in the presence of the shaykh and the shaykh may have 
written (it) down for hi.m, i:ır he may have obtained the approval of the shaykh for 
written rriaterial (munawala), or he ·may have obtained his permission to teach certain 
traditions (ijazah). 

The process of critica! scrutiny of narratives eventually leads to a 
hierarchical system of narrative and narrators. A set of .co ncepts are produced 
and employed for the purpose of indicating their place in the refined 
stratification. 

<Then there is difference> with regard to the (degree) of soundness or acceptability of 
the transmitted material. The highest grade of transmitted material is called 'sound' by 
(the hadith scholars). Next comes 'good.' The lowest grade is 'weak.' (The classification 
of traditions) includes also: 'skipping the first transmitter on Muhammad (s.a.v.)'s 
authority' (mursal), 'omitting one link' (munqati), 'omitting two links' (mu'dal), 
'affected by some infirmity' (mu'allal), 'singular' (shadhdh), 'unusual' (gharib), and 
'singular and suspect' (munkar). In same cases, there is a difference of opinion as to 
whether (traditions so described) should be rejected. In other cases, there is general 
\lgreement that (they should be rejected). The same is the case with (traditions with) 
sound chains. In some cases, there is general agreement as to their acceptability and 
soundness, whereas, in other cases, there are differences of opinion. Hadith scholars 
di ffer greatly in their explanation of these terms. 

Then, there follows the discussion of terms applying to the texts of the traditions. A text 
may be 'unusual' (gharib), 'difficult' (ambiguous, muskhil), '(affected by some) 
misspelling (or misreadjng),' or (containing) homonyms' (muftariq), or '(containing). 
homographs' (mukhtaıift.· 

On all these points, hadith scholars have laid down l! canon explaining the (vaiious) 
grades and terms, and adequate to protect the transmission from possible defects1

• 

Ibn Khaldun's account briefly demonstrates the rationally constructed and 
extremely self-reflex.ive system of traditional scholars of hadith2• Below, I will 
briefly survey the evolving history and the rather dynamic and fluid system of 
hadith transmission network. 

2 

lbn Khaldun, Tlıe Muqaddimalı: Atı Introduction to History (Tr. Franz Rosenthal), Princeton 
1958 (1967),ll, 447-451. 
Commenting on the state of the Science of Hadith in his time, Ibn Khaldun writes: "At this 
time, traditions are no langer published, nor are the (publications ot) traditions by former 
scholars corrccted. Comman (experience) attests the fact that these numerous religious 
leaders, close to each other in time, were too capable and too fırmiy passessed of independent 
judgment to have neglected or omitted.any tradition, so that it is iıı:ıpossible that sonie later 
scholar might discover one. (Therefore), at this time, one is concerned with correcting the 
principle written works, with fixing the accuracy of their transmission, and with establishing 
continuous chains of transmitters leading back to the authors, chains that are sound 
throughout With very few exceptions, no attention has been paid to more. than fıve worksn 
(Ibn Khaldun, 17ıe Mııqaddimalı, ll, 456). 

33 
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Hadis Tetkikleri Dergisi (HTD) -------- -------------

I. A Structu.re from Reflexive Speech 

"All those who listen to me sh_all pass on my words to others and those to 
others again; and may the last ones understand my words better than those 
who listen to me directly." With these words, Prophet Muhamiıwd (s.a.v.) 
concluded his Farewell Serınon which he gave atop his camel in the middle of 
the Arabian Desert near Mecca during his Farewell Pilgrimage (CE 631). 
Fallawing the Prophet's oft-repeated instruction, as they had usually done 
since the beginning of Muhammad's Prophethood, his Companions carefully 
recorded in rpeir memories the exact words they heard and the exact deeds 
they saw in order to convey $em to their families, friends, tribes and 
especially the next generations. One wonders if they ever imagined to what 
extent th~ir speech, reported over and over by subsequent narrators from east 
to west, con.tributed to the timeless social-literary monument which the hadith 
transmission network became. 

Hadith, .the reflexive speech3 by which we know retrospectively what the 
Prophet said and what he did not say, constituted the ir!ıpetus for a network of 
narrators. In an attempt to control fictive narrative, narrators of hadith from 
subsequent generations insured that they learned the authorities through 
which the narrative- reached down to them. This stemma or chain of 
authorities came to be called isnad, literally 'support' or 'backing.' In ·a few 
centuries after the Prophet's demise, chains of narrators grew longer. 

From this process emerged the structure of hadith with its two elements: 
the chain of narrators (isnad) and the narrative text (matn), together 
constituting a new style of narrative. For interpretation, the chain needs to be 
contextualized in tİII).espace as part of a larger network of narrator~; and the 
text in the metanarrative as part of larger network of narratives. Thus a reader 
has to pay attention to time and space in the chain and in the text. The 
following example from Bukhari's hadith compilation will illustnite this better. 
Dates of deatb., according to the Hijrah calendar, and names .of the places 

The present approach is particularly interested in the constructive role of reported speech, 
the most important subsection of reflexive speech, which is defined as language use that re
presents i ts owil structure and use, inciueling eyeryday metalinguistic activities of reporting, 
characterizing and con:ımenting oô speech (tuey, John A. (ed.), Rejlexive Language: Riparted Speedı 
·and Metapragmatics. Oımbridge '1993:, 'pp.' 1~2). Conversly, object language refers to objects, but 
not to speech. Daily language incorporates both forıris which serve different (meta)semantic, 
and (meta)pragmatic puspose.s (Bakhtin, M. M., Tlıe Dinlogic Imagination (eo. Michael 
Holquist, tr. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist), Austin 1981, pp. 261-263; White, Harrison, 
Owins oJOppıutunity: S~em Models of Mobility in Oıganiıations, Oımbridge 1970. 
Hijrah dates are denoted usually by AH, which begins with the flight of the Prophet from 
Mecca to Medina in CE 620. The dates reported in this study are according to CE. uni·ess 
otherwise indicated. 
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. where the narrators lived have been added so as to better visualize 
dissemination of narrative across generations in time and space. 

(Bukhari (194-256, Bukhara) wrote], Al-Humaidi Abd Allah ibn az-Zubair (d. 143, 
Mecca] related to us saying: Sufyan [107-198, Mecca] related to us, saying: Yahya ibn 
Sa'id al-Ansari (d. 143, Medina) related to us, saying: Muhammad ibn Ihrahim at
Tamimi [d. 120, Medina] told me that he heard 'Alqamah ibn Waqqiis al-Laithi [d. 80, 
Medina) say: I heard 'U mar ibn al-Khattab (d. 24, Medina] say on the pulpit: I heard the 
Apostle of God (d. 10; Medina], peace be upon him, say: "BehoTd, the actions are but 
(judged] according to the intentions; and, behold, un to every man is due but ·what he 
inteııded. Thence, whoso migrateth for the sake of this world or to wed a woman, his 
migratian is {accounted] for that un to wlıiclı he nıigrated''5 • 

Reflexive speech connected generations of narrators to each other, thus 
playing the most crucial role in the construction .and perpetuation of the 
network. Object language usually establishes ties between the present actors, 
but reflexive language has the power of engaging actors in a widespread net
work, thereby demonstrating explicitly the relationship between literary and 
social structures. Without the reflexive power of language, it would have been 
impössible to interconnect mtiltitudes of narrators in a social network. 

The protocol of narration or reporting speech came under close scrutiny 
among hadith narrators because of its consequences on the authenticity of 
narration. There are a multiple number of phrases used to indicate the 
transmission of narrative from one scholar to another. Each one of these 
phrases reflects a type o/an aspect of the connection between the teller and the 
listener.6 For instance, 'I heard from x,' is not the same as simply saying 'from 
x.' The former specifies the coexistence in time and space as well as direct 
hearing, while the letter keeps all these ambiguous. Similarly, 'x told me,' is not 
the same as 'x said.' In the former, it specifies that it was a direct and personal 
contact, whereas in the latter, this is not clear. 

Attempts to codify and rank protocols of reported speech did not gain 
unanimous support from the · narrators. Y et, the isnad and the hadith are 
classified according to the phrases used to indicate reported speech7

• For 

Asad, Muhaınmad, Sahih al-Bukluıri: Eıırly Years of Islam, Gibraltar 1981, pp. 3-4. This hadith was 
narrated through · several chains, slightly differing in the phraseology of the text, with an 
increasing spread in "depth" and "breath". It reflects the "disjointed" form of hadith genre, 
which gives the impression that a speech event is scparated froıiı larger context. This larger 
text is intentionally l;>roken, Jeaving the question of what happened before and after 
unaddressed. If we want to reconstruct the· sequential order of the events, we will need to 
piece this hadith with others. These features wiU be further elaborated later in the discussion. 
al-Salih, Subhi, Hadis Ilimleri ve Istilah/ari (tr. Yasar Kandemir), Ankara 1988, pp. 70-84. 
Kocyigit, Hadis Usulü, Ankara: ilmi Yayınlar ts., pp. 117-131. For instance "mu'an'an" hadith 
denotes that in the isnad narrators reported the hadith from each other using the adverb ('an) 
which literally means "from." An example would belike saying ~from x that he said ... " Here 
the way the speech was heard is not specified. This ambiguity migh~ cause ambivalence of the 

35 
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Hadis Tetkikleri Dergisi (HTD) -------------------- -

instance, the f~mous Bukhari, author of the most respected hadith compi
lation, considered all phrases used in reporting speech to mean that both the 
teller and the listener were in the presence of each other and the narratian was 
direct because, he argued, this is the only acceptable way of secure 
transmission. His stanôards, however, were hard to attain by the majority who 
used less strict criteria. 

The authorities in the chain of narrative are linked to each other through 
reported speech until it reaches to the Companian who narrates a brief story 
about the Prophet or a saying by him. Therefore hadith employs both reported 
speech and narrative in the chain of authorities and in the actual te>..'t of 
narrative. The language use in the chain and · the text of hadith displays 
different patterns and thus should be treated differently. 

The structure of hadith makes explicit the ways in which literary and social 
structures bear ı.ipon each other by systematically recording what goes 
unnoticed in our daily life. In hadith, the structure in which the n!lrrators and 
the narrative are embedded, which is only hinted at in varying degrees in other 
narrative social structures, is made explicit in writing. Both the text and the 
chain of previous narrators are narrated. The cultural subtext that comes with 
the narrative, without which it is impossible to interpret . the narrative 
structure, is called metanarrative.8 

From the time of the demise of Prophet Muhammad (s.a.v.) in 632, a social 
structure and a critica! approach developed around hadith narration, which 
transformed this artifact from a conventional narrative into a 'science' with 
formal rules and terİninology. The political, religious, and legal importance of 
hadith in social life, as the second scripture of Islam after the Qur'an, 
reinforced this process. The size of the network grew as Islam spread to other 
nations. Later, however, despite the continuous expansion of Islamic 
territories, the size of tlie network shrank. 

The protocols of reporting speech and the producers · of narratian are 
common to all social networks. W e are all implicitly aware of them because we 
strategically employ them in our day to day life. Yet, they are not exposed as 
much. Nor, as sociologists and linguists, do we emphasize their power in 
shaping our knowledge and relations. · 

listener to the hadith reported. Anather type is "mu'en'en" in whlch case the hadith is 
reported as "haddetlıana fulan emıe fulan qaf' (such person told me that veri Iy such person 
said). The word "enne" (verily) makes the connection stronger. 
White, Hayden, Meta/ıistory: Tlıe Historica/ lmagination in Niııeteentlı-Century Europe, 
Baltimare 1973; Waugh, Patricia, Metafıcıioıı. New York 1984; Somers, Margaret R., "What's 
Political or Cultural about Polilical Culture and the Public Sphere? Toward an Histarical 
Sociology ofConcept Formation." Social Tlıeory 13 (2), 1995, pp. 113-144. · 
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· II. Content, For m and Network Spread of Narrative 

HÔw does the content and form of narrative bear upon the spread of its 
network? Current studies on hadith are silent on 'the relationship between 
literary strı.İcture of hadith and the configuration qf its transmission network. 
This is because they are characterized by the tradjtional referential approach to 
narrative which concantres solely on how narrative reflects what is assumed to 
be the reality. Nevertherless, in dealing with this the work of Hayden White on 
the content o( the literary form of narrative, and Ong's work on oral and 
literary usage oflanguage are 'illuminating.9 

As Ong and Eco'" argue, some narrative structures are more likely than 
others to spread and consequently will be associated with larger networks of 
narrators. Ahadith with shorter sentences (additive style), mnemonic 
structures (formulaic) and stories as their content were more likely to spread 
compared to langer texts with plain prose and those de~ling with legal 
injunctions. Ong's study about orality and literac:;y argues that narrative is the 
most convenient way for a~ oral culture to store and organize knowledge." 
There are, however, constraints on the length and structure because of the 
limitations of human narrative in an oral culture. In line with Ong, although 
from a different point of view, Eco argues that •disjointed' narrative is more 
appealing and all the cult narratives share the disjointed structure12• 

A hadith haş the for~ of a br~ef narrative, a ·sound byte,' or a snapshot 
from the life of the Prophet, unencumbered with causal or chronological 
context. What did hadith narrators intend to do by creating this form? Hayden 
White argues that not only the text but also the form of a narrative has 
content. From this perspective, it is possible to ask what meaning does the 
form of hadith narrative carry? First of all, this form of narrative fostered the 
identity of hadith schÔlars in distinction from·those who practiced other forms 
of narrative. The disjointed, plotless, and unsequential form differentiated 
hadith narrators from other communitiesu which dealt with hadith: 

Hayden, White, Tlıe Conteııt of tlıe Form: Narrative Discoıırse and Histarical Representation, 
Baltimore, 1987, pp. 1-57; Ong, Walter ) .• Orality and Literacy: Tlıe Teclınologizitıg of tlıe 
Word, London 1982, pp. 78· ı 16. 

10 Eco. Umberto, Six Walks in tlıe Fictional Woods, Cambridge 1994, pp. 127-128. 
11 Ong, Orality and Literacy. p. 31-77. 
12 Eco, Six Wa/ks in tlıe Fictional Woods, p. 127-128. Three examples of hadiths with large 

network spread, more than ten narrators in each generation. The prime example used by 
hadith scholars is "Whoever lies about me should get ready for his seat in Hellfıre." Anather 
example, "Water is from water." The last example. !he Muslim is the one from whose hand 
and tongue others are safe." Phraseology may change a~d the hadith may be embedded in a 
brief story contextualizing the text, based on the transmission chain .• 

13 ldentity came from sryle. Although the identity "had ith narrator" (muhaddith) runs consıant, 
the community of hadith narrators was further differentiated by other identities, depending 

.. 
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storytellers (qussas), historians and biographers who presented their material 
in a coherent chronological order, a logic that was ~chieved by exten'sive use of 
fiction, according to hadith narrators. 14 Narrative thus constructed, however, 
proved to be more appealing to the general public, which constituted a niche 
for the fictive mode of narrative about the Prophet in contradistinction to the 
empirical mode of jurists and hadith narrators. The dislike of certain hadith 
scholars for the story-tellers and even for historians and the apologetic 
reaction of others in defense of history is a well-known facet of Islamic 
intellectual history. · 

Chronological sequence was not a major concern for hadith narrators. 
Aristotle defined the plot (the mythos) as the 'arrangement of inciden ts'· to?~ 
imitated by the narrative through mimesis.15 Ricoeur argues that mimesis is 
not straightforward: the mimetic process is a symbolic or allegoric 
representation in language of the universal human experience of temporality 
in actual or fktive events. 16 Conversely, Barthes argues that ~narrative's 
function is not to represent, it is to constitute a spectacle.~ 17 For Barthes the 
coherence, unity, and naturalness of the text out of sequence are 'myths' to be 
denied by the eritic whose task is to ceaselessly break and interrupt the 
narrative text, and disregard its seemingiy natural divisions. 16 Linear time was 
not, to early hadith narrators, an integral part of events an~ay because the 
concept came i.nto Arab culture Iate during the Caliphate of Umar, the 
architect of the Hijrah calendar. · 

M<?re importantly, there seems to be a crucial pragmatic concern, a.s well, 
illustrated in the form of hadith. Disjointed narrative proved to be a 
mnemonic structure, more memorable, easier to recall and disseminate, and 
more compatible with the functioning of the oral mind. Thı..ıs, the more 

on position in the network: Companian vs. Successor; hafız vs. shaikh; reliable vs. un reliable, 
ete. Furthermore, multiple identities arising out of membership in ınore than one network is 
not unusual: jurist and muhaddith, muhaddi th and redter (qari); or muhaddith and su tl. 

1 ~ Suyüti, Tal1dlıir a/-Kiıawass min Akadlıib ai-Qııssas (ed. Muhammad ai-Sabbagh), Beirut nd. 
15 Chatman, Seymour, Story aııd Discourse: Narrative Structııre in Fiction and Film, ltaca 1978, 

p. 43. . 
16 White, Ha)'den, Tlıe Co11tcııt oftiıe Form, Baltimare 1987. pp. 169-184. 
17 "Society is a spectacle he (Barthes] can help explaiıı, by revealing lo us sonıe of the 

mechanisms by which it obscures i ts artifıciality" (Sıurrock. John, Stnıctumlisın tı11d Scieııcc, Oxford 
1979. p. 61). 

1~ B:ırthes, Ronald, The Semiotic Clınl/eı;gc (tr. Richard Howard), New York 1988, pp. 95-150. 
"Wc shall therefore star the text, separ~ting in the rnanner of a rninor earthquake, the blocks 
of signifıcation of which reading gra:.ps only the smooth surface. imperceptibly soldered br 
the mavement of sentences, the f1owiııg Jiscourse of narr:ıtion, the "naturiılness of ordinary 
language" (Barthes, Ronald. SIZ. (tr. Richard Miller), New Yorkl974, 15). Sı!e also White, 
Hayden, 17ıe Corıtent oftlıe Form, pp. 35-36; Sturrock. Stntclurnlisru mıd Scierıce, 1979, pp. 52-80). 
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broken a text, a la Barthes, the easier its dissemimition19• I conjecture, in. this 
connection, that hadith owes its large spread primarily to its disjointed forın. If 
hadith had the form of an integrated single long text, only a selected few who 
had the dedication and means could have had access to it20

• The most-spread 
hadith, usually referred to as 'mutawatir.' If this is true, then, one can 
conjecture, those narra.tors with mnemonic narratives in their repertoire will 
become more prominent. 

III. Rise of the Isnad System 

The question of what gave rise to the hadith transmission network stili 
remains to be fully addressed from a social and cultural perspective. It is not 
my primary purpose here, nor is it entirely possible with the ~urrent level of 
knowledge, to formuiate a completely persuasive explanation of this question. 
Thousands of manuscripts, scattered all over the world, that might shed light 
on the issue have yet to be published. However, I can cite some converging 
interests which might be considered as probable reasons that contributed to 
the emergence of the h~dith transmission network: (1) the Prophet's constant . 
injunctions to his Companions on transmitting his words to others, (2) the 
effortsof converts to karn the teaching of the Proph~t, (3) the efforts of state 
and jurists to preserve the inte·grity of one of the sources of law, ( 4) the social 
status which the society bestawed on the scholars dealing with the narratives 
of the Prophet, (5) the :sectarian conflicts that strove to support the ir views on 
the narratives of the Prophet and to destroy the narratives of the other side. 

The histarical roots of the hadith transmission network can be traced back 
to the pre-lslamic culture of Arabia. The 'bookless' culture of pre-Islamic 
Arabia required illiterate Arabs to make use of their memory extensively in 
their cultural and daily affairs. Memorizing poems and genealogies of tribes, 
families and famous figures was an integral part of this culture, especially for 
the cultivated few. With the advent of Islam, memorization found a new area 
of applicatio.n; the Arabs began memorizing the Qur'an and the words of the 
Prophet (s.a.v.). Later, after the demise of the Prophet, when knowing the ties 
among hadith narraters became important, they began memerizing the 
connections between narrators •. which was a bo~y of knowledge formally very 

· similar to that of tribal or familial genealogies. 

According to various histarical accounts, there is no clear beginning in the 
creation of the hadith transmission network and the sciences of hadith which 

19 In fact, even !ıı our secondaıT oral culture, all daily narrative is broken; we have to break it to 
be ab le to c:ırry on o ur daily activities. 

~o Such an cxample is provided b}' Rcı•nolds and Wilson in Seribes and Sc/ıolars: A Gıtide to tlıe 
Transmissio11 of Greek a11d Lafili Litcrature (Oxford 1968) Stemmat!cs produce transmission 
networks similar to is11ad, but with a rather limited spread. 

39 
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evolved, during the first two centuries of ·Islamic· history. The hadith 
transmiss!on network was rooted in the attempts of the Muslims to preserve 
the integrity of the teachings of Prophet Muhammad (s.a.v.), which they soan 
realized depended on a reliable transmission network. Forgery, motivated by 
seetarian and political interests or sirnply by mythical and fictional impulse, 
was against the interests of the Companions of the Prophet, the new converts, 
and the state. The Companions of the Prophet were entrusted by the Prophet 
to protect his legacy from forgery. It was also in the interest of the new. 
converts to learn the authentic teachings of the Prophet. Furthermore, it was 
in the interest of the state to protect one of the principal bases from which 
Islamic law was derived. These efforts eventually led to the transformatian of 
narrative from an art into a 'science' which resulted in the estabUshment of the · 
'Science(s) of Hadith', with i ts numerous branches, alongside the emergence of 
the transmission network of hadith that had survived for fourteen centuries 
until taday. 

. W:riting accompanied memorization from the beginning of hadith 
transmission, continually increasing in significance. Memorization of the 
Qur'an and hadith is considered in Islam a type of worship. In the first Jayer, 
only a few mastered writing and were allawed to write hadith. Others relied on 
their memory. Memory was valı.ıed higher than writing in this oral culture21

; 

even the Prophet himself was unlettered. The number of hadith memorized by 
narrators is, by defınition, correlated with the level of their knowledge. · 

One after another, great inventions by the collectivity of scholars emerged 
in scattered places. They contributed to the evolution of a narrative social 
structure. Muslims innovated a special unit of exchange, 'hadith;' a special type 
of social relation, 'riwaya,' meaning exchange of hadith; a special identity, 
'muhaddith,' meaning expert in hadith; a special network, isnad, meaning 
tracing the knowledge to its source or simply 'support'; as well as special 
criteria to distinguish various types of transmission chains. To. insure the 
proper operation of the. network, they had alsa innovated formal rules 
regulating the whole process. Usul" al-Hadith, the Methodology of Hadith. 
These rules determined the inclusion in and exclusion from the hadith 
transmission network, and thus the scholarly activity of the narrators, the 
moral standards of their behavior, their relationships (as teacher-student) with 

21 See H art (ı 994, deriving from Ong, and jameson) for the usage and role of narrative prior to 
the arrival of written culture among Greeks "as members of an essentially oral culture that 
used "stories of human action to store, organize, and communicate much of what they 
(knew)" (Ong, Ornlity and Literacy, p. 140j, with a way to understand the pası and set moral 
boundarfes for future beha,•ior. Narrative in Greece has long been "a sociall)' synıbolic acı," 
re:ıching beyond description and inıo the realm of signifıcation of experience" (Jameson, 
Fredric, 11ıe Politietıl Uııcoııdoııs: Ntırrtıtiı-e as 11 Socially SJmbolic Ad, Ithaca, 198 ı). 
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. each other, and the authenticity _of hadith in circulation. Multiple identities, 
such as hafiz, 'well-known', 'obscure', 'trustworthy' and 'liar', showing ntnks 
and structural positions of narraters emerged and conflicted with each other in 
attempts to control the process of narrative dissemination. 

Despite all these efforts for control, forgery . continued, leaving devout · 
followers of the Prophet, with an obligation to painstakingly search for his 
authentic narratives. Scholars of hadith, al-muhaddithün, more than atlıers in 
the Muslim community devoted their lives to this task · and developed a 
vocation out of it. "On the whole, the traditionists, especially the pious ones 
who refused to serve the government as judges, paid greater attention to the 
isnad's than di d the rank and fıle of the legal profession and the rank and fıle 
of the historian". 

IV. Expanding Network and Shifting Centers 

Hadith transmission network must be perceived against a larger histarical 
background. External forces on hadith transmission network reveal themselves 
when we look at the shifting centers of hadith through time: (l) Mecca (610- · 
620): the genesis of Islam, (2) Madina (620-661): the fırst Islamic state under 
the Prophet and his successors, (3) Syria (661-749): the Ummayyad Empire, 
and (4) Iraq (749-1258): the Abbasid Empire. These cultural centers, with 
hadith as the integral part, were at the same time political centers of the time, 
which demonstrates the lhlkage between political and cultural history of Islam. 

The number of hadith narraters who populated a city gives us a· 
quantitative measure to determine the center of hadith narratian (Ibn Hibban) 
(See Figure 2.3: Shifting cente~s of network through time). In Mecca the total 
number of Muslims did not exceed a few hun1red, They gathered around the 
charisma of the Prophet and bore the pressures of rebelling against the domi
nant religion, culture and structure.22 In Medina, however, the total number of 
Muslims, who came from . a v'ariety o( social, cultural . and religious 
backgrounds, reached to thousands23

• 

Disciples of the Prophet came to be known as the Companions. The most 
commonly accepted eriterian of being considered a Companian was to have a 
direct tie to the Prophet.in his lifetime. Those who lived at the same time with 
the Prophet without a direct tie to him are called al-Muhadramun. In the time 

22 Dabashi, Hamid, Autlıority in Is/anı: fronı tlıe Rise of tlıe ı\llulıanunad to tlıe Establislınıeut of tlze Unmıayyads, 
New Brunswick 1989. 

23 The number of Companions included in the classical works vary. Qurtubi (AH 463/107) 
included 3500; lbn al-Athir (AH 630/CE 1233) 8000, and lbn Hajar (AH 852/1448) 12279 
biographies in their biographical dictionaries exclusively dedicated to the Companions. The 
total number of Companions is reported by conflicting sources to be from 40 to 120 
thousand. 

41 
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of the companions, Madina remained as the center· of hadith, although new 
centers began to emerge with its 152 narrators, 23 of them being the most 
prominent. They occupied themselves primarily w1th teaching hadith to the 
young generations, who are called Successors (layer 2-4). Among themselves, 
however,_ they had very little narrative exchange. 

In the time of Successors -those who had a direct tie to at least one 
Companion- Syria, in particular Damascus, the capital of the Ummayad 
Empire, emerged as the center of hadith with its 172 hadith narrators. The 
number of narrators who lived in Mecca was 70, a number that dropped even 
further later during the time of Successors of Successors- those who had a 
direct tie to at least one Successor (layer 5-7). In the time of the Successors of 
Successors, Iraq emerged as the center: Basra with its 107 narrators and Kufa 
with 98 narrators. 
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Figure 1: Shifting centers of hadith transmission netwcırk through time 

The life spans of generations overlap and are indeterminate. Death of the 
last narrator from a la yer marks i ts e nd. The era of Companions (layer 1) 
ended at AH 110/CE 728, Successors {layer 2-4) at AH 180/CE 796, Successors 
of Successors (layers 5-7) at AH 220/CE 835, the Successors of Successors of 

_. 
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Successors (layer 8-10) at AH 260/CE 873, and the Successors of Successor of 
Successor of Successors at AH 300/CE 912. Companions liyed between BH lO
AH 110 (120 years); Successors lived between AH 12-180 (168 years); their 
Successors lived between AH ı 10-220 (ll O years); their Successors lived 
between 180-260 (80 years); and their Successors lived between AH 220-300 
(80 years).2~ 

o 100 300 400 500 

Figure 2: Longevit)' of Layers•, .. 

700 800 

:o l..ayer life · 

· Series1 

·The fı~st number indicates the beginning, the second the duration, and the latter the end of 
a layer . 

.. The dates are according to Hijra calendar, beginning with 622 CE. 

V. Rise of Narrative Genres and Cannons 

The Prophet was concerned that his Companions might confuse the Qur'an 
with hadith. Hence he prohibited those who were incompetent in writing from 
writing down hadith white he strongly encouraged everyone to write down the 
Qur'an. It was quite possible that Arabs who were new to writing might not be 
able to distingi.ıish in their notes what was meant to be the Qur'an as opposed 
to hadith. Yet, the literate and well-educated Companions got special 
permission and encouragement to record hadith in writing. HO\·Vever, the 

24 Cakan, ısmail Lutfı, Hadis Usıi/ii, Istanbul 1993: 70-80. 
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general attitude towards recording hadith had been ambivalent among the 
Companions because of their concerns that the future generations might place 
equal importance on hadith and Qur'an. Yet, after tfie Qur'an's authority was 
coıiıpletely established, this risk waned during the time of the Rightly Guided 
Caliphs and consequently attempts to collect hadith and write them down 
increased. · 

Hadith compilation as a literary genre presents a great diversity: sahih type 
(collections of authentic hadith), sunan type (topically organized), nıusnad · 
type (organized by the name of the Companion}, juz type (smail collection), 
and the like. Each type serves a different need. 

Spreading institutionalization of hadith education25 also contributed to the 
canonization of certain collections as being the most reliable insuring a 
perception of reliability to the students of hadith26

• These col!ections, usually 
referred to as 'the S ix [Most Reliable] Books',. included books authored by 
Bukhari (d. AH i56), Muslim (d. AH 261), Tirmizi (d. AH 273), Nasai (d. AH 
303), Ibn Maja (d. AH 273}, Abu Dawud (d . . AH 275}. All of these Iate 
authorities were non-Arabs which illustrates hoV.• hadith spread across lands 
and layers within a polycentric structureY 

Hadith compilation reached i ts ·peak with the emergen ce of the S ix Reliable 
Books, which gained the highest authority among thousands of other 
collec;tions. These compilations were l_ater synthesized in to · single works, 
commented u po n and abridged for ·public use. They are stili highly regarded 
by Muslims with numerous scholarly works produced ·on them at each 
generation. They have served as the second scripture of Islam, along with the 
Qur'an, in Islamic law, theology and mysticism. The divergent interpretive 

25 Okic, Tayyib, Bazi Hadis Meseleleri Uzerine TELikikler, Ankara 1959, pp. ıoı-ı02, ı05-ı 14; Sultan 
Nuruddin Mahmud (d. AH 569) opened the fırst "Dar ai-Hadith" (College of Hadith) in 

· Damascus and appointed the celebrated Jbn ai-'Asakir as its dean. It was followed by ai
Kamiliyya College in Cairo at AH 622, Ashrafıyya College at AH 626, Urwiyya College at AH 

· 620 both in Damascus. These early institutions provided models for later Hadith Colleges 
which spread quickly around the lslamic world (Okic, Bazi Hadis Meseleleri, pp. 105- ı07. 

26 The impact of distrusı with writing and the gradual transition from oral to written narrative 
around the same time can be observed elswhere in the world as well. Kaufer and Carley write, 
" .. the English couns admitted written documents as a5fmissible evidence only when used to 
corroborate oral oaths and lestimonies. lt was only since the ı2th century that meöieval 
England gradually -over a 200-year period- began ıo build the infrastructure required to 
entrust their soci'etal lransactions to written records. A similar ebb and now of trust and 
suspicion is e'•ident in the passing of elecıronic communications". See also Ong, Omlity mıd 
Litemcy, pp. ı 35- ı 38. 

27 Bulliet, Richard Coııı-enioııto Isianı in Medieıttıl Period, Cambridge 1979, p. 8. This view is in line \Vith 
lbn Khaldun's argumenı that' the contribution of non-Arab scholars to the development of 
lslamic sciences had been grea ter than that of Arab scholars (lbn Khaldun, 11ıe Mııqaddimalı, 
lll 3, pp. 3 ı 1-315) 
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voices and co~munities around hadith narrative reflect multistream and 
polycentric structure of the network of traditional intellectuals. 

. The group is differentiated from the general community of scholars with 
the name muhaddith, which serves as a social identity: It has been gained 
through rituals of obtaining a diploma, ijazah, from master. One can get also 
acquire more than one diplome from various mentors. Yet, Wi.thin the group 
the internal competition leads to social stratification which eventually 
determines whose narrative will gain acceptance and survive.- The stratification 
of narrative that we discussed above must be analyzed in conjunction with the 
stratifıcation of its holders, the narrators of hadith. Here are the strata of 
hadith scholars: -

1. Talib: student, apprentice; 

2. Musnid: the one who can report a hadith with,its chain of authorities; 

3. Muhaddith: Scholar ofhadith28
; 

4. Hafız: Distinguished scholar of hadith; 

S. Imam: the Leading scholar of hadith; 

6. Hujjah: Scholar whose word is accepted as evidence; 

28 Sakhawi wTote: "As for the hadith scholar (al-muhaddith), he is the one who (1] knows the 
masters of hadith in his.bomeland as well as other lands; [2) has a precise kno,vledge oftheir 
da te and place of birth and death, their ranking in the Sciences, and the various types of 
harratives they have in their possession; [3) differentiates those with longer chains of 
transmission from those with shorter ones; [4] is able to spot the hadith masters (al-huffaz) 
in the layers and the chains; [5] records them in writing; [6] recognizes the handwritings of 
the masters even if the same person's handwriting varies; [7) examines critically the 
narratives of the masters and extracts w hat he considers good from their narratives as well as 
~is own, keeping aware of such qualities of chains as badal, muwifaqat, musa wat, and the like 
(types of sound grades); [8] keeps a record of the names of his auditerseven if their number 
is one thousand; (9) is an expert in the names of narrators. particularly those apt to be 
confused for one another, and obtains this discemment from the leaders in the discipline; 
( 10] knows with precision the unusual words or names one comes across 'vithin the texts of 
hadith, or at least most of the m, to avoid misspelling; [ll) knows enough Ara b i c gramm:ar to 
protect himself from language mistakes in most cases; (12) masters the terminology of 
experts in such way as is sufficient for teaching and explanation, and [13) keeps the proper 
terminology with respect to this and other disciplines .. ·. The riıuhaddith is the one who 
knows the chains. their defects. the names of the narrators. the short and long chains. and, in 
addition. has memorized an abundant amount of the hadith texts (as disti.nct from the 
chains), and heard (directly from a teach.er) the Six Books, the Musnad of Imam Ahmad ibn 
Hanbal, the Sunan of al-Bayhaqi, the Mu'jam of al-Tabarani, and at least a thousand more 
monographs on haôith. After he has heard what we have mentioned, and written on all the 
layers of the narrators, and travelled far and wide to see the masters, and lectured about 
hadith defects, dates of birth and death, and chains of transmission - at that time he attains to 
the beginning level of hadith narrators" (al-Sakhawi, Sharns al-Din Muhammad (H. 831-906). al
fawahir wa al-Dumr .fi Tarjamalı Slıayklı al-Islam Ibıı Hajar(al-'Asqalat~i), Cairo 1406/1986). 
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7. Shaykh al-Islam29: the leader of all Muslims in knowledge30
• 

The lines that distinguish these strata are fuzzy:.. There has been· engaging 
debate among the scholars for centuries about the definition of each title. $ince 
different critics have different ideas about the merits of a scholar, scholars 
might be classified differently. The opinions of critics on the merits of scholars 
are reflected in their works, usually in the format of a biographical dictionary. 

The rules for the critique of scholars constitute the subject matter of a 
distinct branch of the Sciences of Hadith, Jarh wa Ta'dil, in English 'Wounding 
and Honoring'. The vast literature on the subject is beyond our scope here. 
These rules canceming hadith criticism shed light on the logic behind the 
ranking of scholars based on their scholarly achievement and character. 

VI. Age Structure of Learning: a Fortuitous Aspect 

In the hadith transmission network, patron and client narrators came from 
generationally unequal positions thereby creating a histoncal ex;ımple of 
clientelism. The exchange,_ as Makdisi demonstrated concerning the institution 
of the diploma, obtained from a teacher but not from a school, is in terpersonal 
and between unequals. The concept of diploma from a school as a corporate 
body is foreign to traditional Islam. 'Islamic education,' writes Makdisi, 'like 
Islamic law, is basically individualistic., personalist'31 • 

There is a fortuitous aspect to this individualistic process of learning and 
stratifıcation, which manifests itself in two ways: choice of the most prominent 
and the oldest teachers at a young age an~ longevity after matiırity. Thus the 

29 Sakhawi defined it as follows: wShaykh al-Islam," as inferred from i ts useasa term among the 
authorities, is a title attributed to that follower of the book of Allah Most High and the 
example of His messenger, who passesses the knowledge of the principles of the Science (of 
Religion}, has plunged deep into the different views of the scholars, has become able to 
extract the Iegal evidences from the texts, and has understood the rational and the 
transmitted proofs at a satisfactory level" (Sakhawi al-Jınvahir ıva al-Durar}. Sakhawi traces the 
evolution of the concept and lists the veiy few scholars who had been giveri this title. 

3° For a detailed discussion on the titles of hadith scholars. see Sa' d Fahmi Ahmad Bilal, al-Siraj 
ai-Munir fır Alqab ai-Mu/ıadditlıin, Riyad 1417/1996. See also, Shamsal-Din Muhammad'ibn 
"Abd al-Rahman al-Sakhawi {~3 1 -902 H}, al-fawalıir ıva ai-Durar fı Tarjamat Shaykh al
Islam Ibn Hajar (al- "Asqalanir (ed. Ham id Abd al-Majid and Taha al-Zayni), Cairo 1986. 

31 "Islamic law recogniies the· physical person alone as endowed with legal personality" (Makdisi. 
Geoıge, The RiseofColl.eges: Irıstitutions ofLcamingin Islam aııd tlıe West, Edinbrugh 1981, pp. 224, 271) 
while it do~s not recogniıe corporate actors as legal persons. Among prerequisites for a 
narrator, lbn Hajar wrote, was utaking knowledge from the mouths of the individuals but not 
from pages" (quoted in Dhahabi 1991: 68). "When he (teacher] granted the license to the 
ca.ndidate he did so in his own name, acting as an individual, not as part of a groiıp of 
master-juristconsults acting as a faculty, for there was no faculty" (Makdisi 1981: 274), even 
though they migbt be careying on their activities in a university or college, known as 
madrasa. 
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fortuitous aspect characterizes the beginning and- the fina! ·stages of a 
prominent scholar's c~eer, in the former while a student and in the latter 
while a mentor. 

Hadith education must begin at a young age for the chain of authorities to 
beshorter than one's colleagues because one's chances later in lifeasa teaeber 
will depend on how short his chain of authorities is. Bulliet observes that "the 
sample indicates that typical students had begun thei~ education by the time 
they reached the age range 4.8-10.2".32 Yet, a pupil cannot plan his educatjon 
because he is too yoı,ıng and inexperienced to do that If he became prorninent 
later in his life because. he had prominent teachers in his network when he was 
very young, his parents, or other accidents, must have guided him to the ·right 
teachers as a child without his own control and planning. Even if they had 
made the decisions about their own education at a young age, they can hardly 
be expected to know all the consequences involved in choosing a particular 
mentor. Rational planning in education by a student can begin only after a 
certain age. 

The fortuitous aspect becomes even clearer when we look at the longevity 
of scholars. A hafiz died on average at the age of 79.82. This observation . 
derives from reports, primarily by Dhahabi, ab out a population that consists· of 
1 177 scholars over 22 generations33

• The sources use d in this study report birth 
.dates for 751 figures, ~eath dates for 752 figures, and longevity for 1173 
figures. lt is evident thit sources are less careful about reporting birth and. 
death dates than longevity. As Table 2.2 shows, these figures about average 
longevity vary for each layer. 

Longt\•it Oaıe of Oaıeof Ooıe of Oaıe Minimum Maximun Aver:ıge SUMOf Counıof Counı of Count.of 
'ı..ıyer y of the ı he thelalest .the ofıhe long<Yiıy longn'iıy Longt\'it longevit Rep. Rep. Report ed 
No lartr in Eorlicst Oeath Eorliest La test ina ina y y Longevit Birth Onth O.tcs 

Years Oeoth Birth Birth Lay er lay<t ina for AU y Da tes jn alayer 
U yer ch. Rep. in a ina 

La yer Laı·er 

ı 63 ll ll ·S2 ·52 63 63 63 63 ı ı ı 

2 140 IJ 90 ·SO ·3 38 100 73 1243 li 17 23 

3 177 32 · lOS -72 ll 65 131 101 1513 ıs ıs 42 

4 103 90 117 14 sı 40 101 n 1174 16 17 29 

s 118 100 ısı 3) 89 . 36 103 76 2200 19 29 ss 

6 110 144 180 . ;o 107 54 86 73 2278 31 ll 78 

32 Bulie.t, Richard, Canversion to Islam, p. 109. 
33 This 6gure is dose to the 6gure Bulliet computed earlier based on a smaller sample from 

Nishapur. "In the 47 ascertainable cases, the average age at death was 84.3 years with a 
standard deviation .of 8.9" (Buliet. Richard, Omversion to Islam, p. lll). 
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7 lll 174 206 95 129 60 98 79 4197 53 sı 81 

8 124 191 2)0 106 ıso 54 100 82 5!18 71 71 106 

9 125 213 264 139 174 so 100 81 6942 86 86 129 

10 122 2J9 292 170 204 49 102 81 5279 65 65 105 

ll 138 264 318 ıso 240 ss 123 84 6081 72 n 116 

12 130 30S 348 218 271 4S 99 82 40S2 so sı 77 

13 138 304 388 250 306 46 100 83 3738 4S 4S 79 

14 ıso 360 441 291 363 47 94 76 3422 45 45 74 

IS 125 427 486 361 409 56 95 80 1840 23 23 31 

16 136 468 S40 404 46i ·12 . 89 70 2743 39 39 46 

17 118 542 581 463 506 56 101 76 1218 16 16 18 

ıs 125 575 619 494 548 36 87 70 1680 24 24 25 

19 116 611 662 546 584 47 . 93 70 1812 26 26 26 

20 100 630 680 580 605 37 83 6) 695 ll ll 12 

21 116 667 708 592 631 45 92 73 728 lO lO ı o 

22 118 672 7'12 624 661 26 88 66 396 6 6 7 

SUM 2703 1047 2128 1676.23 59144 7SI 7S2 1173 

A\'tn 122.9 ' 49.86 101.33 79.82 2816.38 35.76 3S.81 55.86 
lg• 

Table: Age Sıructure of Learnıng 

A scholar of hadith has to outlive his peers -over which he has no control
for his chain of authorities to be comparatively shorter to attract students. If 
the narrative string of a scholar is longer than the string of other _existing 
teachers, students will not seek him after. Furthermore, teaching hadith to 
students in the existence of someone with shorter chains would not be 
considered ethical in the hadith culture because it does not serve best to the 
interest of students and might be seen as gulling the naive students. Bulliets 
observation also confırms that scholars had to wait a few decades after they 
completed their education before they can commence teaching hadith. 

If the typical teaeber died between 75 and 93 at the en d of a teaching caieer 
of 22 years, then 53-71 should be the age range for the commen~ement of a 
careerin hadith transmission. Taking into account the high standard deviation 
associated with the estimate of 22 years, a plausible conclusion is that while it 
was not out of the question for a person to begin transmitting hadith when he 
was as young as forty, it was more likely that he would be over fıft}r if not over 
sixty years of old.34 

34 Bulieı, Richarcl Canversion to Islam, ı 12. 

l 
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VII. Cha~ging·Modes ofNarration and Networking 

The tension and diachronic switching between. various mo des of narration 
affects narrative social structure. The switching from eyewitness to reported 
narrative is a crucial change in narrative social structure. Eyewitness narrative 
empowers those who have and can provide it. In the narrative chain, distance -
from the eyewitness narrative means decrease in the social value of narrative 
and thus in the prestige of its holders. Most of the ac~vity in hadith 
transmission network (measured by the degree of connectedness between 
layers) takes place between non-adjacent layers, which means less activity 
between adjacent layers, and even lesser activity within the same layer, because 
of the attempts of nairators to get as close as possibİe to the stratum of 
eyewitıiess narrators by reducing network distance35

• 

The impact of changing liter~ry structures on social structure is also 
observable in the switching from eyewitness ·narrative to report~d narrative 
which is .demonstrated in the lexica: the lexicon of the · Companions in 
reporting narrative is different from the lexicon of later layers. The lexica and 
structures used by eyewitnesş_ narrators and by those of la ter generatioiıs who 
merely reported speech illustrates how switching language, from participative 
to reportive mode paralleled the shifting network domains from the 
Companions to the Successors.36 Structun!s such as 'in the presence of the 
Prophet I did ... ,' 'while we were sitting ... ,' ~I saw,' 'I asked,' 'I heard' were 
replaced, as the Companions disappeared, by structures such as '"A' told us 
that," "from 'A'," "I heard 'A' telling". The first set of words is participatory 
and emphatic: they indicate participation in the event either by actuıılly 
partaking in it or as an onlooker. (Note how narrators report the speech from 
different layers in the above hadith). The second set of stiuctures does not 
indicate participation. but indicates reporting speech. Thus, none of the 
structures used by later narrators to denote some eight modes of 
transmission37 applies to the Companions.38 

35 For instance, from layer 4 there are 21 ties to layer 4, 130 ties to layer 3, ı IS ties to layer 2, 
while from layer S lhere are S9 ties to la yer S, 277 lies to la yer 4, and 109 ties to la yer 3. These 
numbers indicate the ties to other prominent narraters alone. 

36 Scholes, Robert and Robert Kellogg. 11ıe Natııre of Naımtiı·e, 2S6-26S. Jnterestingly lhough, even 
when the written mode gained upper hand, the lexica of"narrators remained one of oral 
culture owing to the fact that in the transmission of manuscript dietatian or reading was 
usually involved. Although there was a text involved in the transmission, narraters stili said, 
when they reported the transmission, "1 was told by 'A'," which led Seıgin, a philologist of 
Arabic, to assume, quite naturally, that the transmission had always been oral until he 
discovered that the protocol of oral h;ıdith transmission and reporting speech maint.ained its 
sway eve n in the transmission of manuscripı-

37 Dhahabi provides an extended list of the~,· ıı ııerances (n/faz nl-nda1 corresponding to the 
''arious modes of transmission between lavı:rs following the Companions, apparently without 

49 
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One of the explicit impacts of switching from oral to written mode was the 
decrease in the number of narrators who memorized a substantial aınount of 
narrative. In the beginning pure oral tradition, hence memorizing, was valued 
more than written tradition. This led an increasing number of narrators to 
memorize narratives. However, later, certain contextual changes such as 
institutionalization of education, which contributed to the spread of literacy, 
and canonization of certain texts, considerably helped the written narratiop 
triumph over the oral narration. In the beginİling literacy had been an aid to 
orality; later orality became an aid to literacy. 

The question this system served to answer was whose narrative will gain 
power to survive in the competition for authority. But how? The ı;:emainder of 
this study will attempt to provide an answer to this question. Prior to look.ing 
further deeply in the structural features of hadith transmission network in the 
subsequent chapters, the next chapter will explore the cantesting theoretical 
approaches in sociology and liumanities on the relationship betwee_n social 
narrative and structure. · 

"Social and Literary Structure of Jsnad: A Histarical Perspective" 
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notking the sırilcing distinction between utt~rances used by eyewitness narraters and layer 
generations (Dhahabi 1991: 53-55). 

J.S Siddiqi, M uhammad Zubayr, Hadit/ı litemture; I ts Origins. Developmeııt and Spedfic Features, Cambridge 
!993,p.86. 


